macroscopic properties and drive phase transitions [1, 2] ; thus, recent research focused on using ultrafast photoexcitation in accessing out-of-equilibrium 'hidden' phases of matter in these systems [3] [4] [5] . Furthermore, ultrafast photoexcitation is unique in separating the roles of electronic [6] and average lattice response [5, 7, 8] in phase transitions, allowing a systematic investigation of the energy landscape. Despite their importance [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the mesoscale processes underpinning phase transitions often remain elusive because of the vast differences in timescales between atomic and electronic changes and thermodynamic transformations. Here we combine ultrafast X-ray scattering in studying the dynamics and X-ray nanoscopy in studying the mesoscale heterogeneity during the photoexcited insulator-to-metal transition in V 2 O 3 .
Vanadium sesquioxide (V 2 O 3 ) undergoes an insulator-to-metal transition upon heating at 160 K: the electric conductivity grows by five orders of magnitude (see Fig. S1 in [14] ) via percolation of the high-temperature (HT) paramagnetic, metallic domains within the low-temperature (LT) antiferromagnetic, orbitally ordered, insulating domains [13, [15] [16] [17] [18] . The insulator-to-metal transition can be induced by temperature [19] , pressure [19, 20] , electric field [21] , and light [22] [23] [24] . The electronic phase transition is accompanied by a structural phase transition, where the crystal symmetry increases from monoclinic to rhombohedral, and the volume shrinks via reduction of the average hexagon edge from 2.91 Å to 2.87 Å (see Fig. 1a ) [19, 25, 26] . While the symmetry and volume are coupled in equilibrium, here we show that ultrafast photoexcitation decouples these structural degrees of freedom, and the photoinduced phase transformation occurs via a non-equilibrium transient pathway (see Fig. 1b ).
We study a 100 nm thin V 2 O 3 film grown along the (024) Rh crystallographic direction.
The steep slope of the resistivity versus temperature across the transition (factor of 100 over 5 K) and the total resistivity change of almost six orders of magnitude confirm the high quality of the films: poor crystallinity and disorder are detrimental to the insulatorto-metal transition [17] . The difference in the hexagon edge lengths results in two well distinct X-ray Bragg peaks along the film normal, ! : (024) Rh and (022) Mon (see inset in Fig. 1c) . The LT diffraction peak is broader than the HT peak in the direction parallel to the film, ∥ (see inset in Fig. 1c) . The excess broadening results from a reduction of the long-range order (coherence length) due to the breaking of the crystal symmetry at low temperatures: three monoclinic structures are possible, each distorted along a different hexagon edge [19, 25] . When heated quasi-statically through the phase transition temperature, the height of the HT peak grows, while the height of the LT peak decreases monotonically. The LT diffraction peak width is proportional to the LT peak height, while the width of the HT peak is static (see Fig. S2 in [14] ).
We use short, optical laser pulses (E=1.55 eV, 40 fs duration, 500 µm spot size) to induce an insulator-to-metal phase transition in V 2 O 3 . We probe the structural response to photoexcitation with short x-ray pulses (E=9 keV, 10 fs duration, 200 µm spot size) in stroboscopic mode at the Linac Coherent Light Source [27, 28] . After photoexcitation, the height of the HT peak grows as expected (see Fig. 1c ), as the optical laser pulse heats the film. Because the HT peak grows, one may expect a drop in the LT peak height.
Unexpectedly, the height of the LT peak grows for 2.5 ps before it declines for larger time delays (see Fig. 1d ). From the 4D data set (3D reciprocal space and time, see Fig. S3 in [14] ), we find that the LT peak height grows by narrowing the LT peak. Since the peak broadening in the ground state originates from the decrease in long range order, we conclude that photoexcitation induces higher symmetry in the LT phase after 2.5 ps. At these short timescales however, the photoexcited LT phase retains its unit cell volume, as revealed by the unmodified Bragg peak position (see Fig. 1b ).
The photoinduced structural phase transition displays two processes with vastly different characteristic time scales. First, the structural coherence length in the photoexcited LT phase, ξ(τ), grows rapidly within 2.5 ps (see Fig 2a, left axis) and remains high for more than 100 ps. Second, the HT phase fraction, P HT (τ), grows gradually within 100 ps after photoexcitation: the unit cell volume of the photoexcited LT regions shrinks discontinuously and the HT phase emerges, evidenced by decrease of the LT and increase of the HT integral peak intensity (see right axis in Fig. 2a , and Fig. S4 in [14] ).
Furthermore, the coherence length and the phase fraction depend differently on the pump fluence. The coherence length ξ(2.5ps) increases linearly with the pump fluence before it saturates at ~5 mJ/cm 2 (see Fig. 2b ). The dynamic saturation value at 1.3 above the ground state agrees with the maximum coherence length of the LT phase measured in equilibrium (see Fig. S2 ). In contrast, the final HT phase fraction P HT (100 ps) displays a fluence threshold: the growth rate increases significantly for fluences larger than 1 mJ/cm 2 (see Fig. 2c ). In photoinduced phase transitions, the fluence threshold results from the energy barrier due to the latent heat [4, 6, 22] , and the value of 1 mJ/cm 2 measured here is in agreement with literature [22] . At fluences higher than 5 mJ/cm 2 the phase fraction P HT (100 ps) saturates at its maximum value of one, when the entire volume is in the HT phase. While the presence of the fluence threshold and the duration of the HT phase growth are both consistent with the photoinduced electronic transition [22] , the origin of the 2.5 ps time scale remains elusive. Similar timescale has been observed in time resolved x-ray experiments in bulk V 2 O 3 crystals [24] . To understand the mechanism underpinning this ultrafast coherence length growth, we use X-ray nanoscopy.
We map the static nanoscale spatial distribution of the two structural phases (see Fig. 3a) and their coherence length (see Fig. S5 in [14] ) by scanning a 20 nm X-ray beam across the sample [29] . The typical size of an LT domain (connected blue region in Fig. 3a ) is 100 nm, consistent with near-field imaging of insulating and metallic pockets [13] .
Surprisingly, the broadening of the LT diffraction peak is present in the diffraction collected during a single exposure by the 20nm nanobeam (see Fig. 3b ). Thus, the monoclinic distortion reduces the long-range order on a length scale much smaller than the size of a LT domain. X-ray diffraction at higher angles (see Statistical analysis of 20,000 diffraction patterns collected while scanning the nanobeam across the film [14] (see Fig. S8 in [14] ) yields an average crystallite size of ξ=8 nm (see Fig. 3c ). The spatially resolved peak broadening (see Fig. S5b in [14] ) is independent of the LT peak intensity, suggesting a random distribution of the crystallites throughout the film. The diffraction peak corresponding to the monoclinic distortion along the third direction appears at a different momentum transfer [25] and is only noticeable at the lowest temperatures.
The combination of time-resolved diffraction and x-ray nanoscopy implies that the photoexcited structural phase transition proceeds as follows (see Fig. 3d ). Photoexcitation enhances the coherence length through a collective alignment of the crystallites within 2.5 ps. This ultrafast time scale (see Fig. 1d ) is in agreement with the half period
of the coherent phonon at the Brillouin zone boundary [30] , where L=8
nm is the size of the crystallite and = 2.5 nm/ps is the sound velocity in monoclinic V 2 O 3 (Ref. [23] ). The 8 nm large crystallites act as internal traps for acoustic phonons, which drive the symmetry enhancement by shear motion [3] . The degree of alignment grows linearly with pump fluence (see Fig. 2b ), characteristic of a continuous phase transition as described by Landau theory extended to ultrafast transitions [31] . The photoinduced phase transition completes with a unit cell volume contraction within 100 ps, while the crystallites remain aligned with an enhanced coherence length. This longer process displays a fluence threshold: the hallmark of a first-order phase transition due to the latent heat [6, 22] . The volume contraction is governed by the nucleation and ballistic growth through 100 nm large LT domains moving at the sound velocity [22] (see Fig.   3a ).
Laser pulse energies well below the fluence threshold align the crystallites in the LT phase, yet avoid the transition into the HT phase (see Fig. S9 [14] ). At these low fluences the enhanced long-range order prevails for more than 100 ps measured in our experiment.
This duration represents the lower time scale for the spontaneous symmetry breaking into structurally equivalent monoclinic lattices, whose presence possibly stabilizes the transient higher symmetry phase. Above the fluence threshold, the coherence length enhancement and the HT phase fraction growth both saturate at 5 mJ/cm 2 , indicating that the transient non-equilibrium state is a precursor to the metallic state.
In Mott insulators, the electronic correlations restrict the extent of the electronic wave function to a few nanometers [20, 32] . The size of the monoclinic crystallites ξ we determine from X-ray nanoscopy is in agreement with the electronic correlation length ξ el found in bulk V 2 O 3 , Ref. [20] . The agreement between the length scales indicates an interdependence between the electronic localization and structural heterogeneity; we directly observe the latter as twinning of the LT phase into different monoclinic nanocrystallites in equilibrium. By assuming that the electronic correlation length and the crystallite size remain coupled after photoexcitation ξ el (τ)=ξ(τ), we estimate the behavior of the dynamic Mott gap via Δ(τ)~1/ξ(τ) 2 (Refs. [1, 20] ). The photoexcitation induces an ultrafast alignment of the crystallites, which effectively increases the coherence length and induces a narrowing of the band gap (see Fig. 3D ). The correlation length increases by a factor of 1.3 at a pump fluence of 5 mJ/cm 2 , thus the gap reduces from 0.5 eV in the ground state [33] below 0.3 eV in the photoexcited state. The maximum dynamic correlation length in the monoclinic phase is smaller than the correlation length in the rhombohedral phase; thus the gap is not closed entirely, consistent with the existence of a dynamic pseudogap observed in other Mott systems [34] .
The photoexcited phase is structurally similar to the paramagnetic insulating phase, which in equilibrium occurs with chromium doping or equivalently with negative pressure [19, 25, 26] . In the monoclinic LT structure the vanadium magnetic moments ferromagnetically couple in monoclinic (010) Mon layers with a reversal of the adjacent layers; the moments tilt by 71 degrees from trigonal axis [15] . While recent theoretical calculations showed a decoupling between the antiferromagnetic ordering and monoclinic distortion, both phenomena reinforce each other [35] . The observation of the ultrafast quench of the monoclinic distortion indicates an ultrafast quench of the antiferromagnetic order. Furthermore, we expect the negative thermal expansion in V 2 O 3 within the hexagon plane to results in a transient negative pressure after photoexcitation: in equilibrium, the negative pressure reduces the antiferromagnetic order and the monoclinic distortion [26] . The photoinduced insulator-to-metal transition in V 2 O 3 lasts for tens of picoseconds [22] , consistent with the duration of the structural unit cell volume change reported here. The long-range order enhancement through cooperative nanoscale alignment occurs before the electronic transition completes. Because long-range order is essential for electronic transport [17] , we anticipate that the presence of the photoinduced structural order impacts the dynamics of the electronic transition.
In summary, we used ultrafast x-ray scattering and x-ray nanoscopy in studying the photoinduced insulator-to-metal transition in V 2 O 3 . Using ultrafast x-ray scattering, we directly observe a novel photoinduced structural phase as a transient precursor to the metallic phase: photoexcitation rapidly enhances the long-range order in the insulating phase before the photoexcited material transitions to the metallic phase. We observed no indication of the transient phase during the quasi-static phase transformation. Using highresolution x-ray nanoscopy at near-5 nm resolution, we are able to correlate the evolution of the structural heterogeneity to the extent of the electronic wave function and the Mott gap. By combining the results from ultrafast x-ray scattering and x-ray nanoscopy we elucidate how the nanoscale heterogeneity influences the time scales of the photoexcited transition, suggesting a new path to controlling the energy landscape in strongly correlated electron systems. 
